
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR GAYLA STUNT MASTER™ KITES
1. Spread kite wings (back side) and insert cross stick into
    cups. Turn cups outward as shown for easy insertion.

3. Insert one LOOP through hole in keel. Insert 2nd LOOP
into both 1st LOOP and center hole in CONTROLLER and
secure (See FIGURE 1).
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2. Locate CONTROLLER and detach LOOPS.

4. Insert TWINE through left hole in CONTROLLER and then
through hole in left wing, loop around strut and tie.  Repeat
procedure on right side
with second roll
of TWINE.
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5. Apply reinforcement strips and attach tails with kite tabs
(included). Instructions shown on tabs and strips.

       Fly in an open area.  Do not fly over or near electric
power lines, trees, buildings, radio-TV antennas, or any
other high obstruction.  Avoid flying over spectators,
moving traffic, within 5 miles (8.05 km)  of an airport, or
over 400 ft. (121.92 m) high.   Never fly a kite with wire,
wet twine, metallic string, or cord containing any
conductive or metallic materials whatsoever.  Do not try
to recover a kite  from electric power lines or other high
or dangerous places.  Never fly a kite in  extremely high
winds, in rain, or in thunderstorms.
   Use a Gayla #800 Safety Winder, Gayla #805 Kite Reel,
gloves, or similar device to protect hands from possible
string burns.  Keep kites away from hot appliances or
open flames. Safe flying is happy flying!

Kite is now assembled and ready to fly!
NOTE: This kite may be flown as a single string kite by
removing control parts and lines and attaching single
string to keel.
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                        LAUNCHING INSTRUCTIONS
There are several ways to launch your sport kite:
1.  Position your kite facing the direction of the wind.  After you have let
out your lines, you can lean your kite against an object or you can use a
ground-stake to hold control lines in place. If the ground is too hard, have
someone help you launch the kite.
2.  Walk back and let out lines.  Make sure the control lines are the same
length. Adjust if necessary.
3. To launch kite;  if you have a helper, have him toss the kite up gently
on your signal.  Maintain equal tension on both lines as the kite rises into
the air.  For self launching, yank both control lines equally and quickly;
taking two or three steps backwards if necessary. (See FIG. 2)

FIG. 2

                         FLYING INSTRUCTIONS

    Once the kite is launched, you control the direction the kite is going
by pulling on the left control line to turn left and pulling on the right
control line to turn right.  Equalize your handles to go straight as
shown in FIG. 3.

                                 FLYING A CIRCLE

STEP 1    Launch your kite then pull gently on the right control line
               to turn the kite to horizontal, and equalize the lines to fly
                 straight.
STEP 2    Pull gently on the left control line to turn the kite left into a
           circle. (A slow, gentle turn will result in a larger circle.)

                FLYING A HORIZONTAL FIGURE EIGHT

STEP 1   Launch your kite then pull gently on the right control line
                to turn the kite to horizontal.  The nose will be slightly
                pointed down, to the right.
STEP 2    Pull gently on the left control line to turn the kite left into a
                curve. (A slow, gentle turn will result in a larger circle.)
STEP 3    When the kite begins to angle downward, equalize the
                lines to fly straight at a 45 degree angle pointing down
                to the left.
STEP 4    When the kite reaches a point near the level you started
                the first left turn, pull right control to turn the kite up and
                curve to the right again.
STEP 3    When the kite begins to angle downward, equalize the
                lines to fly straight at a 45 degree angle pointing down
                to the right to complete the figure.

                               LANDING THE KITE

STEP 1   To land your kite gracefully, approach the ground from medium
                altitude opposite to the side you want to land in.  The nose will
                be slightly pointed down, to the right.
STEP 2    Pull gently on the left or right control line to turn the kite down
                at a shallow angle.
STEP 3    When the kite reaches an altitude of three or four feet from the
                ground, tug gently on the opposite control line to bring the kite
                parallel to the ground.
STEP 4    Make a gentle tug to the other control line and the kite will
                settle to the ground.  If you make a few steps toward the kite
                when it is parallel to the ground, the kite will land like a feather.
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STEP 3   When the kite reaches the bottom of the circle, equalize
                 the lines to fly straight again horizontally.
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